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cylindrical (.Fqs. 1, H, 1, 1, 1', 2, I, and 2, 1). The walls of' the tentacles (Ky. 5, 1)

have the same relation to the walls or the bOdV, 118 those of the reproductive

indi-viduals;the outer wall is much thinner, however, than that. of the latter, but the

inner wall is very thick and solid, like that of ('arvue and Clara, and constitutes,

as in these genera, a great. proportion of the bulk or the tentacles.

The proboscis of the sterile male Jiydroiil ( 2, 1), ', in, and ') is

much longer than that of, the fiiuile. being rather more tban twice as long as

the base is broad. It is composed of' two walls (J)e. a b), corresponding to

the inner and outer walls of' the body. below the head, and like it, its cavity is

lined with a loose layer of brownish-red granules. The proboscis of the sterile

Hydroid of the female colony (F!//. 1. 1) /). 1 IS short. 811(1 broadly conical, like

that. of (lie freshwater Hydra. Whether in iiulividuais of' a male or or a female

colony, it has great disti.'nsihuhit.y, either swelling broadly into U great, hollow sphere,
with a moderate aperture (J'1,. 1'. ,u) above, or assuming a deep, saucer-shaped form

(Jq. 1b and V). with inrolled rim. the lip of the mouth (iii' being contorted into

a three, six, or seven-sided figure, or rolled outward and downward, till the bottom

(Figs. l, vi, 1111(1 2'. vi) of' its C8VIIV Is exposed.
That there is no horny tube. ehscly ehlvclo)ing eat'hi hydroid. as obtains with

Coryne, Tubularia, &c., is evident. From the flwt.. that each individual can contract

811(1 sllortCfl itself' so much as to be little lunger ( P/y. 2), 1)1' 110 longer (Fiq. V),
than broad. Nor is thieve a horny tube or cup around the hydroids. nor U secretion

of any sort OR the upper side of the U11IIOL'Ill layer. If we follow the outer

wall (Fivjs. 3. a, and 5. &) of either a reproductive or a sterile individual, Ironi the

Ipase at each, we always find it terminating in it uniform. broadly spread, horizontal

1.1 -Lt. (Ky. 5. a), which extends through tile k'ngth and breadth of the colony.
here it is much thicket,, as a general thing. than the inner wall or the hydroid,

except where it is elevated upon the bristling spines (Fig. 6), which arise from

the horny network beneath. and thieve it varies from thick to thin, according as

it covers the spinules (c) or plunges between (hem (a). even into the interior of

the spine, through its lateral npeI'tures. The inner wall of the hydroid (P~qs. 3,

b, and 5. d) continues below, in the thrill or a closely anastomosing network of

tubes (Fi/s. 5, /i. 5, e, 5', a'. 6, 1, ; Pi. XXVI. .. IS, 1). imbedded in the uniform

layer which we have pointed out as continuous with the outer wall of the hydroid.
A transverse section of one of these tubes (Fi1. 5', a'), with the surrounding
uniform layer (ci), will give the best idea of' the relation or the former to the

latter. The walls of' these tubes are not absolutely so thick as in their upright

the Let nek in this state, and, on this aceount, calls (hat it is the CUIHULOJI Ilydructiuia ccliinnla of the
the )eeIeS "CVat'iycrum." There can be no doubt British Coast.
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